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Automatically distribute completed documents

Challenge
How can we distribute documents to the right people and places,
quickly and reliably?

Solution
PrintScript™ allows healthcare organizations to securely and automatically
distribute completed documents to network printers and fax machines.
PrintScript provides automatic, flexible distribution of completed documents
to network printers and fax machines at healthcare facilities. Fully integrated
with the document creation capabilities of Dragon® Medical 360 | eScription,
PrintScript eliminates the need for other vendors’ software or manual intervention when distributing documents via print or fax. A single administrative
console lets supervisors easily set up, manage and track the entire workflow,
from dictation through distribution. PrintScript ensures the smooth, prompt
distribution of documents to support patient care.
Distribute documents where they are needed
PrintScript provides configurable role-based distribution rules, allowing flexible
document distribution to a broad spectrum of recipients; the dictating clinician,
the attending physician, or the referring physician are just a few of the roles
that can be set up and used on a dictation-specific basis. When documents
are completed in EditScript™, they are distributed based on distribution rules
and associated clinician preferences. In addition, distribution rules can be
configured to send documents directly to the printer on the patient’s floor,
or to specific locations such as the hospital’s medical records department.
Distribution can be triggered automatically when documents are completed,
ensuring they arrive where they need to be in the shortest amount of time.
Documents can also be distributed “on-demand” by administrators or other
authorized personnel.
Flexible distribution templates
Print and fax templates keep documents consistently formatted and easy to
read, and PrintScript keeps templates easy to administer. PrintScript makes use
of the ‘business entity’ concept within EditScript that enables an organization
to define certain departments, clinics, specialty centers, or hospital locations
as separate business entities for administering transcription services.

Key benefits
––Distribute documents where they
are needed
––Flexible distribution templates
––Audit trail and distribution tab
––Streamlined administration
––Fast, reliable, printing and
Cloud faxing
––Integrated with NetScript™
e-signature
––Easy to implement
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The Template Manager can reduce
the templates needed in other
systems to a few, flexible print
templates that may be used across
work types, clinicians, departments
and facilities. Supervisors use
simple Microsoft® Word formatting
to add or remove logos, change
fonts, or insert specific patient
visit content. Users can edit, test,
and deploy print template changes
quickly and easily, and control
printing issues, such as orphan lines
and blank pages.
Audit trail and distribution tab
PrintScript rapidly communicates
the status of your print and fax
jobs to EMon®, the Dragon Medical
360 | eScription administrative
console. Administrators can see
a step-by-step account of the
document’s history, from dictation
until signature. In the same view,
the Transmitted table shows a
snap-shot of all distributions for that
particular document.
Streamlined administration
PrintScript reduces the number of
different systems administrators
need to manage. It can be part of a
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single workflow and a single system
that starts at dictation and ends with
electronic signature and distribution.
It can also access and update the
distribution rules, clinician profiles,
Template Manager, and Audit Trail
from the same EMon system used
with EditScript.
Fast, reliable printing and faxing
PrintScript processes multiple
distribution jobs simultaneously.
Parallel processing speeds printing
and reduces bottlenecks. In addition, PrintScript reduces distribution
failures and time-consuming manual
retries by automatically logging and
retrying failed prints and faxes.
Integrated with Netscript
e-signature
Use NetScript to trigger distributions
when documents are electronically
signed. NetScript and PrintScript
are designed to integrate with each
other and can stand side-by-side in
the document workflow. In addition,
clinicians can use NetScript to add
and remove CCs from the distribution list of a documents, allowing
distribution to be tailored to the
requirements of each patient visit.

Easy to implement
Organizations using EditScript benefit from a simple upgrade process to
add document distribution through
PrintScript. The same clinician
profiles already in use for computer
aided medical transcription are easily expanded to support document
distribution, eliminating the need for
multiple user databases. PrintScript
is designed to work with all components of the Dragon Medical 360 |
eScription platform, including EMon
and NetScript, creating a single,
highly efficient system for document
creation and distribution throughout
the healthcare enterprise.
To learn more about how Nuance
Healthcare can help you improve
financial performance, raise the
quality of care, and increase
clinician satisfaction, please contact
us at 888-350-4836 or visit www.
nuance.com/healthcare.
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